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SPORTS AND GAMES 
 
TOPICAL VOCABULARY 
Sport 
•  amateur/recreational sport 
•  professional sport 
•  spectator sport — a sport that attracts many spectators: football, 
basketball, baseball, etc. 
•  spectacular sport — thrilling, dramatic, making a very fine 
display or show 
•  sports equipment/shop/club/field 
•  sportsmanship 
Outdoor sports 
archery, biathlon, car racing (AmE), field hockey (AmE)/hockey 
(BrE), modern pentathlon, motor racing (AmE)/motox cycling 
(BrE), shooting, track and field events (AmE) (hurdle racing, 
javelin throwing, jumping, running, vaulting)/athletics (BrE) 
Equestrian sports                                                                                          
horse racing, polo, steeplechase 
Water sports 
canoeing, diving, rowing, sailing, surfboarding, swimming, water 
polo, water skiing, windsurfing, yachting 
Winter sports 
bandy, bobsledding, bobsleighing (BrE), figure skating, ice hockey, 
luge (tobogganing), ski-jumping, skiing, slalom, speed skating 
Indoor sports 
artistic gymnastics (calisthenics), boxing, fencing, gymnastics, 
weight-lifting, wrestling 
Team sports 
football (Л/я.£)/Атепсап football (BrE), baseball, basketball, 
soccer (AmE)/football (BrE), handball, rugby (rugger - coll.), 
volleyball, cricket 
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Individual games 
badminton, billiards, bowling (AmE)/bowls (BrE), golf, table 
tennis, tennis Indoor games 
checkers (AmE)/draughts (BrE), chess, squash 
Martial arts 
judo, karate, 
teakwondo  
Sports and 
games 
• badminton 
Facilities 
 court                      
Equipment 
high net              
racket 
shuttle cock                   
People 
badminton 
player 
umpire judge 
• baseball  baseball stadium     
diamond-shaped  field 
(diamond)       
 base (home base) 
 ball                        
bat                       
cup                     
glove                   
batter 
catcher  
battery              
umpire 
• basketball court basket/net          
ball 
 
basketballer/ 
basketball 
player 
 referee 
• boxing  boxing rink/ring  
 ropes  
 corner 
boxing glove       
 
Boxer 
 Boxing 
champion 
 judge  
referee (on the 
ring) 
• cricket  cricket pitch  
grass  
 wickets  
 stump 
 bat                     
ball                    
Batsman 
bowler  
 fielder  
 wicket keeper  
umpire 
• soccer 
(AmE)/ 
football (BrE) 
football stadium  
field (AmE)/ pitch  
 goals  
 stands  
 center spot (AmE)/ centre 
circle (BrE) 
boots                
'  shirt/jersey  
shorts  
 football 
footballer  
goalkeeper  
referee  
 coach 
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• golf golf course (AmE) 
  golf links (BrE)  
 hole  
 green  
 rough  
 fairway  
sand trap (AmE)/ bunker 
(BrE) 
club  
ball  
 golf cart 
(AmE)/ 
trolley 
golfer  
referee 
• field hockey 
(AmE)/  
hockey (BrE) 
 grass field  stick   
ball  
 pad 
 player  
goalkeeper 
hockey 
(AmE)/ 
ice 
hockey 
(BrE) 
 rink  
 goal 
 ice-skate  
 hockey stick  
 puck  
whistle 
 ice hockey 
player  referee 
judo   judoka/judoist  
referee 
sumo  round ring  sumo 
wrestlerreferee 
swimming swimming pool  
 lane 
 swimmer         
judge 
(lawn) tennis  tennis court  net  
 racket  
 tennis ball  
 tennis shoe 
 tennis player 
 judge  
 umpire 
table tennis/ 
ping-pong 
  table tennis 
racket/bat  
table tennis 
ball 
 
volleyball  (volleyball) court  high net  
 volleyball 
 olleyball player  
linesman  
 referee             
umpire 
 
contest/competition/game/match/meet/event/tournament/cham
pionship 
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contest — a formal game or match in which two or more people, 
teams, etc. compete and attempt to win 
competition- 1) a contest in which a winner is selected from 
among  two or more entrants 
                        e.g. Are you thinking of entering the fishing 
competition? 
                       2) a series of games, sports, events, etc. 
                        e.g. qualification competition  
game (AmE)/match (BrE) –  1) a contest with rules 
                                                  e.g. Today's baseball game is very 
important. 
                                                  2) a single period of play in a 
contest, sport, etc. 
3) a single contest in a series, match 
 e.g.  cup/final/semi-final match 
                                                    4)  (pl.; often capitalized) an event 
consisting of various sporting contests, esp. in athletics 
                                                   e.g. Olympic Games, Highland 
Games 
meet (AmE)/meeting (BrE) - a formal game or sports event in 
which people, teams, etc. compete to win 
                                   e.g. The ail-American track meet is scheduled 
for Saturday. 
                                      an exhibition meet, a boxing meet 
(sport) event — any contest in a program of sporting or other 
contests e.g. The high jump is his event. 
 big/major event 
tournament — 1) a sporting competition in which contestants play 
a series of games to determine an overall winner 
                   e.g. Laura has never actually won a professional golf 
tournament but she still earns a good living by playing. 
                   2) a meeting for athletic or other sporting contestants 
e.g. an archery tournament, a chess tournament, a tennis 
tournament 
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championship — any of various contests held to determine a 
champion in a particular sport 
e.g.  Lendi was knocked out in the first round of the US Open ten-
nis championship. 
bout/half/innings/period/round/run/set 
bout — a boxing or wrestling or sumo contest 
half - (in soccer) either of two equal periods of time into which a 
sports game is divided 
e.g.  No goals were scored in the first half. innings - 1) (in cricket) 
a time during which a team or single player is batting 
e.g. England made 25 runs in their first innings. 2) (in baseball) a 
time during which one team is batting 
e.g. After four innings the score remains 1-1. 
 period — (in boxing) a definite, timed part of a game 
e.g. a rest between two periods 
round — (in golf, boxing) a stage in a contest, competition e.g. a 
qualified round, to play a round of golf 
The fight lasted only five rounds. Norwich were knocked out in the 
third round of the Cup. 
run - a point scored in cricket or baseball 
e.g.  He was in for twenty minutes before scoring his first run. Our 
team won by 87 runs. 
set - (in a tennis match) a group of six or more games forming part 
of a match 
e.g. She won the first set easily. A five-set match. 
Summer/Winter Olympics/Olympic Games 
•  Olympic events (sports) 
•  International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
•  opening (inauguration) ceremony 
•  Olympic motto - "Citius, altius, fortius" 
•  Olympic oath 
Participation 
•  athlete (Am^/sportsman (woman) (BrE) 
•  fan/supporter/sport watcher 
•  cheerleader 
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•  opponent (rival) 
•  sports lover 
•  team: national/junior team 
•  participant/competitor 
•  to enter/to take part in a competition 
•  to participate in a competition/the Olympic Games 
•  to participate hors concurs 
•  to root (AE/support/shout for/be a fan of 
•  to compete against/with smb (in smth) for smth 
e.g. Not many teams are to compete in the championship against/ 
with each other for the title/to win the title. 
•  to compete for the World Cup 
Coaching 
•  coach 
      e.g. Many basketball coaches took up coaching after successful 
playing careers. 
•  to coach smth/in smth 
e.g.  Martin coaches tennis after school. 
•  to coach smb 
e.g.  He coached the 1987 United States Olympic basketball team 
which won the gold medal. 
•  trainer 
•  to train smb to do smth 
Winning and losing 
;lfo 
to beat smb in/at 
to beat smb in the last round/a match/game/competition/tournament 
to beat smb at + Noun (chess/football/tennis) 
to beat smb at + Gerund (swimming/running/playing golf) 
to beat/break a record 
to set up the record 
to come in first/last 
to win a prize/cup/game/match/meet/the victory 
to win a point 
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e.g.  How many points have they won? to win the 
team/personal/national/world championship to win/lose by the 
points to win/lose by 2/3 goals/points to win with the score 4 to 0 in 
smb's favor winner/loser to tie (AmE.)/draw {BrE) 
e.g.  1 won the first competition and tied with Wilson in the second, 
to draw a game/match to tie/draw 
e.g. If there is a tie, the prize money will be split, to end in a draw 
e.g.  If the final ends in a draw, the game will be decided on 
penalties. 
Scoring 
•  score 
e.g. The score of the game was 6-4 (six to four). He scored 20 
points. Neither side scored in the game. 
•  to keep the score 
•  to score a goal/point 
Word Combinations 
starting signal to stop watch to warm up to be scheduled for 
athletic training 
to abide by the rules 
to break/violate the rules 
to kick the ball 
to run a lap 
morning setting up exercises/morning push-ups (coll.) 
On your marks!/Ready!     Get set! /Steady!     Go! 
physical development/education/fitness/training 
in top physical condition 
to qualify for the finals/for the championship 
 
Text A 
Sports and Games in the USA and Great Britain 
 
Pre-reading. Learn how to pronounce the following words and 
word combinations: 
physical prowess, endurance, ancient, lacrosse, jousting, 
temporarily, championship, tournament, steeple chasing, hurdle 
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racing, obstacles, intercollegiate association (games), regatta, 
combative sports 
 
      Games and competitions involving physical strength, skill, and 
endurance have interested people from the earliest times. 
Competitions involving physical prowess or simulated combat date 
from prehistoric times and probably are as old as community life. 
Although most ancient peoples took part in such sports as boxing 
and wrestling, some developed organized sports. The American 
Indians, for example, played games resembling lacrosse, field 
hockey, and bowling and engaged in foot racing and horse racing. 
In the Middle Ages tournaments gained wide popularity. Jousting 
was a sport of the nobility; the sport of the common people in 
England was archery. 
      The British invented and developed many of the sports and 
games played throughout the world; interest and participation have 
increased as a result of improved facilities, more time and 
widespread coverage. 
       Association football, one of the most popular sports, was first 
codified and developed in England during the 19th century. Now 
all countries hope to compete for the World Cup. 
       There are two types of rugby football — the 15-a-side Rugby 
Union played by amateurs and the 13-a-side Rugby League played 
mainly in the North of England by professionals. 
       The modern form of hockey was started in the 19th century by 
the Hockey Association of England. 
        Cricket, a summer sport, is played with a small ball covered 
with leather, a bat, and wickets, by two teams of eleven players 
each. It is known to have been played as early as the 1550s and is 
popular in most of the countries which were once a part of the 
British Empire, and in the countries which were temporarily 
occupied by the British military. So, besides England, Australia and 
New Zealand, cricket matches are held, for examplej in India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and West Indies. 
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       Golf originated in Scotland and the headquarters of the game is 
at St. Andrews on the East coast. The British Open Golf 
Championship is one of the world's leading tournaments. 
       Modern lawn tennis originated in England in 1872 and the 
annual Wimbledon Championships, widely regarded as the most 
important of the world tennis events, were first held in 1877. 
        Boxing in its modern form dates from 1865 when the 
Marquess of Queens-berry drew up a set of rules rewarding skill 
and eliminating much of the brutality that had characterized prize-
fighting. 
        Administered by the Jockey Club, horse racing takes two 
forms - flat (from late March to early November) and 
steeplechasing or hurdle racing (from August to early June). In flat 
racing, the horses run on level or flat ground; in steeplechasing they 
jump over obstacles (fences). 
        Britain has a large number of sailing events, one of the world's 
principal regattas being held each year at Cowes in the Isle of 
Wight. The rowing calendar includes the Oxford and Cambridge 
University Boat Race, the Head of the River Race and the Henley 
Regatta, all held on the river Thames. Other important water sports 
include swimming and windsurfing. 
         Indoor games such as snooker, darts, squash and badminton 
are also popular. 
          In the middle of the 19th century the schools and colleges in 
England, followed by similar institutions in the United States, 
began a revival of athletics that continues today. Now athletics 
forms an important part of the educational system in the USA. 
There is a vivid distinction between amateur and professional sport 
in the US. Sportsmen (or athletes) engage in amateur athletics for 
fun, whereas participation in professional sports is generally done 
for money as well as pleasure. The Amateur Athletic Union of the 
United States and the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur 
Athletes of America control all amateur sports. 
         The principal amateur athletic sports in the US are college 
football and basketball. Other popular team sports include baseball, 
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hockey and soccer. Among sports for individual competition are 
tennis, including table tennis, badminton and handball; combative 
sports, such as boxing, fencing and wrestling; water sports, 
including swimming, diving and rowing; winter sports, such as 
skiing and skating; golf and bowling. The chief professional sports 
are major-league baseball, basketball and football; others include 
boxing, wrestling, golf, tennis and hockey. 
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Comprehension 
 
 1.Say whether the following statements are true or false. Find 
the lines in the text that support your answer. 
1.  In fact, such sports as lacrosse, field hockey, bowling and horse 
racing were invented by the American Indians. 
2.  Many different sports were developed in Britain in the 19th 
century. 
3.  The headquarters of golf is located in Great Britain. 
4.  Two types of rugby football differ from each other only in the 
number of players. 
5.  Before 1865, brutality was a characteristic feature of prize 
fighting. 
6.  Cricket is widely spread in the English-speaking countries. 
7.  Schools and colleges in England followed similar institutions in 
the US in the revival of sports. 
 2.Choose the correct variant. 
1. Competitions involving physical strength___________________ 
A.  have interested people since the 19th century 
B.  date from prehistoric times 
C.  were initiated by the American Indians 
2. Interest in sports and games increased_________ 
A.  as a result of greater participation in them 
B.  during the 19th century 
C.  due to the improvement of the facilities and wider coverage of 
the events 
3.  The phrase "Administered by Jockey Club" means:__________ 
A.  the Jockey Club applies the rules                                                
B.  the Jockey Club grants the awards 
C.  the Jockey Club controls horse racing                                        
4.  Sailing events in Great Britain include:____________________ 
A.  regattas 
B.  rowing races 
C.  swimming and windsurfing 
5.  What is the idea of the second to last paragraph?_____________ 
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A.  The revival of athletics in England and the US. 
B.  Professional and amateur sports in the US. 
C.  Sports as a part of the educational system in the US. 
6. Which of the following is not true?__________________ 
A.  The chief professional sports in the US are baseball and Ameri-
can football. 
B.  The principal amateur sports in the US are college football and 
basketball. 
C. Among amateur sports for individual competition are 
boxing, wrestling, golf, tennis and hockey. 
 
3.Look through the text and find the English equivalents of the 
following word combinations. 
1.  Требующие физической силы и выносливости. 
2.  Относиться к доисторическим временам. 
3.  Широкое освещение в средствах массовой информации. 
4.  Участвовать в соревнованиях на кубок мира. 
5.  Развивать командные виды спорта. 
6.  Возник в Шотландии (Англии). 
7.  Открытый чемпионат по гольфу. 
8.  Считается самым важным соревнованием по теннису в 
мире. 
9.  Установить правила. 
10.  Календарь соревнований по гребле. 
11.  Водные виды спорта. 
12.  Возрождение спорта. 
13.  Представлять важную часть образовательной системы-           
14.  Заниматься спортом для развлечения. 
15.  Основные любительские виды спорта. 
 
Text B.  
The Olympic games 
Pre-reading. Learn how to pronounce the following words and 
word combinations: 
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religious, Zeus, javelin, Olympiad, Hellenic calendar, 
controversies, enthusiast, inauguration, officiating 
 
   The Olympic Games were originally an ancient Greek religious 
festival in honor of Zeus, which was held in Olympia near Mount 
Olympus, the mythical home of the gods. The Games were first 
held in 776 ВС. They were held every four years, in the middle of 
the summer. The festival was only held if there was peace 
throughout Greece. The ceremonies included contests in oratory, 
poetry, music and art, as well as in athletic skills like wrestling, 
throwing the javelin, and running. 
    The Olympic Games were an exclusively male festival. Women 
were not allowed to compete in the Olympic Games, or even to 
attend and watch them. The victors were traditionally crowned with 
olive leaves rather than with gold medals. Their importance in 
Greek life was so great that the Olympiad, the four-year interval 
between Games, was a main unit of the Hellenic calendar. To be a 
victor in the classical Olympic Games was a great honor not only 
for the athlete but also for his city. 
    The classical Games continued for over a thousand years. 
Factionalism and controversies over the status of competitors 
became so fierce and disruptive in later years that the Games were 
finally suppressed by the Roman Emperor Theodosius in AD 392 
as a disturbance of Roman peace. 
   With growth of interest in sport in the 19th century, and the 
organization °f annual and traditional sport competitions, especially 
between schools and universities, the idea arose of reviving the 
Olympic Games in the modern world. A Frenchman, Baron Pierre 
de Coubertin, was the enthusiast whose personal drive and 
initiative brought about the inauguration of the modern Olympic 
Games in 1896 with the participation of 311 athletes from thirteen 
countries, competing in nine sports. 
   At first, the modern Games were limited to men. Women first 
competed in the Games in 1910, playing golf, but real women's 
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participation only began in Paris in 1924 with the inclusion of 
women's athletics in the program. 
    Winter sports were brought into the Olympic program through 
the organization of special winter Games, first held in France at 
Chamonix in 1924, with competitions in ice-hockey, speed skating, 
figure-skating, and skiing. These are still the basic events of the 
winter program, with the addition of bobsled and toboggan races. 
    The most impressive event of the opening ceremony of the 
Games is the taking of the Olympic oaths. First a representative 
athlete from the host country, holding a corner of the Olympic flag, 
takes the following oath on behalf of all the participants: 
    "In the name of all competitors, I promise that we will take part 
in these Olympic Games, respecting and abiding by the rules which 
govern them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship, for the glory of 
sport and the honor of our teams." 
     After the representative athlete, a judge from the host country 
takes an oath on behalf of all those judging and officiating in the 
Games. 
     The Olympic flag has a motif of five interlocking rings on a 
white background. The five rings represent five continents of the 
world and symbolize universal brotherhood. The six colors, the 
white of the background and the blue, yellow, black, green and red 
of the rings, represent the nations of the world, since every national 
flag contains at least one of these colors. The ceremonial 
embroidered flag, by the Olympic rules, must reside in the principal 
municipal building of the host city until the next Games. 
      The motto of the Games, "Citius, altius, fortius" (Latin - faster, 
higher, braver), puts the emphasis on personal winners — not team 
performance and achievements. Officially, there are individual and 
team winners but no winning countries; from the very beginning of 
the games, however, the press has made an unofficial count of the 
medals won by the sportsmen of each participating country and has 
kept an unofficial points score. Until the 1952 Olympics the United 
States teams dominated the Summer Games because of their 
strength in athletics, swimming and boxing. Since the Helsinki 
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Games, when the USSR took part in them for the first time, 
competition in all events of the program has become keener, and 
one country has ceased to dominate: the US hold on first place was 
successfully challenged by the USSR and the German Democratic 
Republic. 
       Each Olympiad the size of the Olympic Games has been 
growing in the scale of competition, number of competitors and 
size of the audience watch ing them — live or on television. Huge 
stadiums accommodate tens of thousands of spectators, while 
television brings the scene directly to the homes of the whole 
world. 
 
Comprehension 
1. Read the text and answer the questions. 
1.  When were the first classical Games held? 
2.  How were the winners of the Games honored? 
3.  How many countries took part in the first modern Games? 
4.  What sports are included in the Winter Games? 
5.  What does the Olympic flag look like? 
2.Choose the best variant. 
1.  The main idea of the first paragraph is_________________ 
A.  Mount Olympus was a mythical home of the gods 
B.  the first Olympic Games were held in Greece 
C.  the Olympic Games were originally a religious festival 
2.  The Olympiad is _______________________ 
A.  a period of peace throughout Greece 
B.  an annual and traditional sporting contest 
C.  a four-year period between the Games 
3.  Women didn't take part in the Games_______ 
A.  until 1896 
B.  until 1910 С until 1924 
4.  The first Winter Games were held____________ after the 
revival of the Olympic Games. 
A.  30 years 
B. 24 years  
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C.  28 years 
5.  The five rings on the Olympic flag represent 
_________________________ 
A.  the true spirit of sportsmanship 
B.  five continents of the world 
C.  the host country                                                                         
6.  Which of the following sports was not mentioned among the 
basic events of the winter program?_________________ 
A.  bobsledding 
B.  figure skating 
C.  field hockey 
7.  Which of the following is not true?_______________________ 
A.  It's personal, not team performance, is emphasized in the Olym-
pic Games. 
B.  All athletes from the host country take the oath on behalf of all 
the participants. 
C.  The winners were traditionally crowned with olive wreaths. 
8.  What conclusion can we draw about the ancient 
Greeks?________ 
A.  They were good sportsmen. 
B.  They liked different ceremonies. 
С.They couldn't count, so they used "Olympiads" for dates 
 
Text C  
Unusual Sports and Games 
 
   Curling is a popular sport in Canada. However, it probably 
started in Scotland or Holland around three hundred years ago. 
There are two teams with four people on each team in curling. The 
teams play on a sheet of ice that is 45 meters long and 4.3 meters 
wide. 
    Each player slides two heavy stones toward the "house" circle at 
the opposite end of the ice sheet. The stones weigh almost twenty 
kilos. Each stone is flat on the top and bottom and has a handle on 
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the top. The player swings the stone off the ice and it curls as it 
slides along. 
    While one player throws the stone, his teammates sweep in front 
of the-stone. This smoothes the ice. The players believe that the 
stone travels faster on smooth ice. The captain of the team yells 
"Sweep!" and the teammates start sweeping the ice. 
      Lacrosse is another popular sport in Canada. It is one of the 
oldest organized sports in America. It is also popular in Britain and 
Australia. It was invented by Indians in northern New York and 
southern Ontario. They used it to train for war before Columbus 
arrived in the New World. 
     People play lacrosse outdoors. The lacrosse field is 70 meters 
long. At each end of the field there is a goal. There are ten players 
on each team. Each player hits a ball that is 21 centimeters around 
and weighs 140 grams. They try to hit the ball into the net as many 
times as possible. Lacrosse is a very fast game because the players 
can catch and pass the ball at high speed with their sticks. 
    Sumo wrestling is the national sport in Japan. Every year there 
are six tournaments, and millions of Japanese watch them on 
television. Sumo is almost as old as the nation of Japan itself. 
Stories say there was sumo wrestling over 2000 years ago. Sumo 
wrestlers weigh from 100 to 160 kilos. One famous wrestler 
weighed 195 kilos. Sumo wrestlers do not look beautiful, and sumo 
wrestling is a very slow sport. Sumo wrestlers start training when 
they are boys. They exercise to make their bodies strong. They also 
eat, eat, and eat.  Sumo wrestlers wrestle in a round ring with a 
sand floor. A wrestler loses the match if he leaves the ring or if any 
part of his body except his feet touches the floor. Each wrestler 
tries to push the other down on the floor or out of the ring. People 
from other countries usually think sumo is very strange, but the 
Japanese love it. 
    The most recent unusual sport is the triathlon, which became 
popular in the US before spreading elsewhere. This most 
demanding sport came from a late-night discussion in a Honolulu 
bar in 1977 about which sport was the most exhausting: swimming, 
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bicycle racing, or long-distance running. Someone suggested that 
they all be put together. The result was the first triathlon, the 
"Ironman", in 1978, with 15 participants. This contest was a 3.9-
kilometer ocean swim, followed immediately by a 180-kilometer 
bicycle race, and ending with a 42 kilometer run. Five years later 
there were already 1,000 such competitions throughout the US, and 
the triathlon is becoming more and more popular in Europe, too. 
 
Comprehension 
1. Answer the questions. 
 
1.  Where is curling popular? 
2.  Who invented this game? 
3.  How many people play curling at one time? 
4.  Why is the game called curling? 
5.  How do the players slide the stones? 
6.  Who invented lacrosse? 
7.  What countries play lacrosse? 
8.  How many players are on each team? 
9.  In what countries is lacrosse played? 
10.  Where is sumo wrestling popular? 
11.  Is sumo an old sport? 
12.  How do sumo wrestlers train? 
13.  How are sumo wrestlers different from other athletes? 
14.  How does a sumo wrestler lose the match? 
15.  Why is triathlon referred to as "the most demanding sport"? 
16.  Where did it appear? 
17.  What country is triathlon most popular in? 
 
Vocabulary Exercises 
 
1. What do you call a man who can: 
Wrestle, ski, skate, run, shoot, fence, box, climb, race, do 
weightlifting, swim, cycle, dive, play 
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football/chess/draughts/volleyball/basketball/ hockey/tennis, go 
boating/yachting/ gliding/parachuting 
 
e.g. to ski - a skier, to play basketball --a basketballer, to play 
hockey -a hockey-player, to do parachuting/sky diving - a 
parachute-jumper/a sky diver, to go gliding — a glider-pilot, to go 
yachting — a yachtsman 
 
 
2. a) Choose the adjectives from the box that can go with 
the following sports and games. 
 
e.g. Basketball is a fast game (sport). 
active           beautiful      dangerous       exciting      marvelous     
popular 
strenuous     violent         spectator        slow          fast              
attractive 
mass            rash            spectacular     bold          thrilling 
 
archery, athletics, badminton, baseball, basketball, bobsledding, 
bowling, cycling, boxing, golf, gymnastics, fencing, figure skating, 
judo, football, ice hockey, rugby, rowing, speed skating, skiing, sla-
lom, ski-jumping, steeplechase, swimming, volleyball, wrestling, 
yachting 
 
b) Name sports from the list above that require: 
 
strength, endurance, prudence, courage, quickness of reaction, 
resolution, team spirit, a good eye and a lot of concentration, 
calculation 
 
3.Translate the following sentences from English into Russian, 
paying attention to the translation of the words in bold type. 
1.  Cricket is a team game. 
2.  The next event will be the 100 meters race. 
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3.  Do I have to wear a suit to the dinner, or will a sports jacket be 
good enough? 
4.  All sport-loving nations wish to take part in the Olympic 
Games. 
5.  Chess and checkers (draughts — BrE) are board games. 
6.  The group campaigns against all blood sports (BrE) especially 
fox hunting. 
7.  She established the British long-jump record. 
8.  Who holds the world record for discus throwing? 
9.  Carl Lewis is a famous track star. 
10.  Roger Bannister was the first person to run a mile under four 
minutes. 
11.  During the international skating meet the young Russian 
dancing pair that were suited to each other to perfection were the 
sensation of the night. 
12.  The annual rugby match between British and French 
universities was cancelled because the British organization whose 
turn it was to play host couldn't raise enough money to stage the 
event. 
13.  The couple qualified to skate for Britain weren't in the 
running for medals but their performance was unforgettable. 
14.  Football is a thrilling spectator game. 
15. Boxing is a dangerous spectacular sport. 
16.  
 
4. Fill in the following crossword puzzle. 
Down 
1. English pub game. 
3.  Popular water sport. 
4.  Canada's national sport. 
5.  Long distance run. 
6.  Musketeers liked this kind of sport. 
7.  Robin Hood was the best in it. 
9. Complex of sports events originated in Ancient Greece still very 
popular. 
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11.  Kind of sports practiced by Daedalus and Icarus. 
12.  If you are not fond of skiing you are fond of… 
13.  We use this word speaking of furniture and tennis. 
14.  Form of football named after a public school. 
Across 
1.  Plunging headfirst into the water. 
2.  Fighting where blows with the closed fists are forbidden. You 
must throw or pin the opponent to the ground. 
6. The most popular game. 8. Game similar to tennis. 
10.  Popular expensive water sport. 
11.  Ancient but still very popular kind of sport. 
15.  Board game in which each player has 16 pieces. 
16.  Not professional player. 
18.  Kind of sports enjoyed by grown-ups and children in winter. 
19.  Ancient kind of sports, dangerous and not for women. 
17. Opponent (synonym). 
20.  Game played with clubs. 
21.  Playing many games we have it. 
22.  Japanese sport for huge people. 
21. Players are dressed in white playing it. 
23.  One of the most popular sport terms. 
24.  Many games are played with the help of it. 
 
5. Name sports and games a) popular with children under 7; b) 
popular with teenagers; c) you consider the most expensive; d) 
that are watched by most people on TV. 
 
6.There are many words connected with sport. See if you know 
the meaning of the words in the list below, then complete the 
chart. When you have finished, compare your chart with 
another student's. 
 
boat trunks stump
s 
stadiu
m 
clubs net horse tracksuit 
sticks court arrow pool cue bikini goggle pitch 
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s 
spikes dartboar
d 
course mat sea bow racket darts 
skis saddle bat shorts track field rink ball 
    hat glove
s 
  
Sport Where you play What you wear Equipment 
Swimming    
Tennis   net, racket, ball 
Riding    
Archery    
Football    
Darts pubs   
Golf    
Billiards    
Skiing    
Boxing  shorts, gloves  
Track and field    
Sailing    
Judo    
Cricket    
 
 
7. Mark the parts the following games consist of. 
 
 Period Set Bout Round Inning Half Runs 
Football        
Volleyball        
Hockey        
Basketball        
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Boxing        
Golf        
Baseball        
Cricket        
Tennis        
Table 
Tennis 
       
Badminto
n 
       
Sumo        
 
 
8. Choose the correct word for each blank in the text from. 
    I'm interested in (1)____, especially (2)_____, and I run seven or 
eight kilometers every day. I particularly enjoy (3)______where 
you have to run across fields, (4)______over streams and so on. (5)         
I'm running I think about all sorts of  things, and at the end of a 
(6)______I'm sometimes surprised to find that I've managed to 
solve a problem that was on my mind. 
    Next year I'm going to try the London (7)____. It's a long, hard 
(8)____- 26 miles, or 42 kilometers - and you have to be (9)____to 
finish, but  I very much want to do it. I (10)____a bit about getting 
old, and I'd like to prove to myself that I'm  still almost as 
(11)____as I was twenty years ago.  I'm interested in (12)____as 
well as (13)_____. I'll never become an expert (14)____, but I 
know what I'm doing in the mountains. I easily completed a course 
in snow and ice (15)____when I was younger, and I've done a 
series of successful (16)____in the Alps during the last few years. 
the list on the right. - 
a) Cross country running, b) while, c) worry, d) marathon, e) 
mountaineering, f) jump, g) climbing, h) athletics, i) run, j) 
tough, k) fit, 1) climbing ,m) race, n) climbs, o) sport , p) 
climber. 
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9. Accociate words with the sports listed.  
1.  baseball 
2.  billiards 
3.  boxing 
4.  diving 
5.  football 
6.  gymnastics 
7.  golf 
8.  high-jumping 
9.  mountaineering 
10.  running 
11.  rowing 
12.  sailing 
13.  swimming 
14. tennis 
15.  
Bat, puck, dish, goal, base cue, column, cushion, stick, stairs 
bridge, grip, ropes, gong, light roller, twist, hop, springboard, beam 
mole, corner, umpire, hornet, penalty bar, hammer, hurdle, rings, 
ropes tee, ground, stick, birdie, cod grip, crossbar, rotation, stayer, 
length ice, shin, rock spike, rope, deck box, net, relay-race, start, 
vault bell, cox, bow bell, bow, saddle line, mast, tent, tiller, 
shortstop breaststroke, flog, track, turn, baton, base, code, set, 
service. 
 
10.  Match each idiom on the left and a similar expression on 
the right. 
1.  "To hit below the belt" 
2.  "See stars" 
                                                   a)  to be overwhelmed 
                                                   b)  to be in support of a person 
3.  "To be on the ropes" 
4.  "Round" 
5.  "To be saved by the bell" 
6.  "To be in our corner" 
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                                                   c)  a stage of negotiations 
                                                   d)  to be weakened and in trouble 
                                                   e)  to be unfair 
f) to have something happen at the 
last moment that prevents                    
a potential disaster 
 
11.Fill in the blanks with the words: sport, game, event, contest, 
match, and competition. 
 
1.  The Olympic____________, an international festival 
of____________ ,are held at a four-year interval. 
2.  The ceremonies of the ancient Olympic____________ included 
in oratory, poetry, music and art, wrestling, long jumping, running, 
discus and javelin throwing. 
3. Football __________ attract numerous spectators all over the 
world. Track and field are popular among college students, 
although basketball __________attract more competitors. 
4. ____________ may be of individual, team or individual-team 
kind. 
 
12. Fill in the blanks with the words: championship, champion, 
competitor, contestant, final, round, tournament. 
1. ___________ is a series of games or contests that make up a 
single unit of a competition. 
2. ___________is the winner of the first place or first prize in 
competition by defeating the other __________ in his division in a 
contest or _____________. 
3.  The greatest_____ in sports are called The Olympic games. 
4.  The most common ____ is the single elimination____________ 
in which ________are paired off for individual ________, with 
winners advancing to the next _________. Losers are eliminated 
until there is a single________. 
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5. European Cup consists of a qualifying ______ in three groups 
followed by a semifinal ______ and a six-nation _____. Each 
nation enters one ________ per event. 
 
13. Fill in the blanks using the words from a). 
 
 a) The waist, padded gloves, ringing, fighters, the bell, a roped-off 
platform, the referee, the opponent, rounds, punching 
     Boxing 
Boxing is a sport in which two men wearing (1)________ fight by 
(2)_______ each other. They may hit each other above 
(3)_______only. The fight usually has 10 to 15 timed (4)_______ 
or periods. Each round begins and ends by the (5)______of the 
bell. (6)____________ start in their corner of (7)_________ and 
come out to fight at the sound of (8)________. If a fighter falls to 
the ground from a punch and does not get up before 
(9)_____counts to 10 then (10)________wins by a knockout. 
 
 b) 
 
full range of 
food 
innings burgers specialitie
s 
pizza 
stands choices catch refueling soothing 
queues rituals announcer gangways closed-circuit 
contract fans baseball vendors  
A Baseball Game 
    Every aspect of a professional (1)____________game is 
enormous fun. 
For example, the (2) _____________— they just love eating. After 
two or three (3)____________(each side plays nine) the 
(4)____________begin to empty. This is in spite of the fact that 
throughout the game (5)___________walk around calling "Get 
your hot dogs, they're red-hot!", or "Never fear, I got ice-cold 
beer!" 
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These limited (6)____________ are not enough. To get the 
(7)____________, you have to go behind the seats to a vast 
covered market of fast food. 
   There are hot dogs and (8)___________, and sandwiches and 
(9)__________and chilli, and candy and popcorn, and every kind 
of soda. There are also regional (10)____________. 
    By the fourth or fifth innings, halfway through the game, the 
(11)_________ at the stands snake round the stadium's 
(12)____________. At most places you need to stand in a separate 
line for each different item, so you could spend the best part of the 
game merely (13)____________yourself and your party. Luckily 
each concession has its own (14)______ TV, so you don't actually 
miss the game. Indeed you have all the comforts of home without 
ever leaving the stadium. When a spectator makes a good 
(15)____________, the public (16)____________will almost say, 
"Give that fan a (17)____________!" These ________must have a 
(19)_________ small (18) effect. Certainly a baseball crowd seems 
cheerful, even when the home team has lost. May be they are full 
of too much food to care 
 
14. Fill in the blanks with prepositions and adverbs. 
 
a) Cricket 
A bat-and-ball game involving two teams (1)_____eleven players, 
competing (2)_____a pitch (3)_____20 metres (22 yards) 
(4)_____a wicket made (5)_____three stumps (6)_____each end 
and set (7)_____a large oval ground. The game is English 
(8)_____origin, and has been known (9)_____at least the 1550s. It 
became popular (10)_____southern England (10 )_____the late 
18th century; and rules were drawn (12)_____in 1774 and modified 
following the formation of the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC) in 
1787. Gradually cricket was introduced (13)_____the British 
Empire, while also remaining popular (14)_____Britain itself- 
though (15)_____ a class-stratified and regionally selective basis, 
being (16)_____instance far more common in England than 
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(17)_____the rest of the British Isles. (18)_____the late twentieth 
century, cricket is probably more popular, and is played (19) 
_____at least as much accomplishment, in countries other than 
Britain, especially countries formerly members (20)______the 
British Empire. Sometimes it is associated (21)______the 
perception (22)______a lost, earlier form of English life, made 
(23)______of village greens, warm  beer, and presumed 
gentlemanly characteristics (24)______Englishness such as fair 
play, team spirit and individual excellence. Metaphorically, even, 
something deemed to be failing (25)______"English" standards can 
still be described as not cricket. 
 
b) What Is Golf? 
Golf is a game that (1)______its simplest form requires the player 
to hit (2)______means of a specially designed club, a small solid 
ball (3)______ one-point (4)______another (5,)______the fewest 
possible strokes. The playing area, called a course or link, is made 
(6)______holes, usually nine or eighteen (7)______number.   Each 
hole includes a tee, the point (8)______which a golfer starts his 
play (9)______that part of the course, and a cup, (10)______which 
he must hit his ball. (11)______the tee and the cup stretches a 
fairway, an avenue (12)______ grass carefully cut. The cup is 
marked (13)______a flag, and is surrounded (14)______a putting 
green, usually an area (15)______a beautiful lawn. 
(16)______addition to natural obstacles, trees and water, especially 
prepared hazards, such as traps and bunkers, may be placed 
(17)______the fairway and (18)______the green. The aim is to 
complete the hole (19)______the fewest possible strokes, and the 
player writes (20)______his score (21)______each hole, his final 
score being the total (22)______all holes played.  
    The golf ball is 1.62 in. (23)______ in diameter. The ball has a 
core (24)_____rubber and an outer surface (25) gum (26)_____a 
gutta-percha tree. A maximum weight (27)_______1.62 oz. is 
permitted. A player may not use more than 14 different clubs. A set 
(28)_____fourteen clubs will normally include four (29) _____ 
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heads (30)_____wood and ten (31)_____heads (32)_____iron. The 
shafts may be made (33)_____either wood, steel or glass fiber. 
 
с) Rugby                                            
There are two forms (1)_____rugby football played in Britain, 
rugby union and rugby league. Rugby union is played 
(2)_____amateurs. There are 15 players (3)_____each team. Rugby 
union is played internationally  (4)_____many countries including 
Australia, Fiji, France, South Africa, Argentina, England, Ireland, 
Wales, Scotland and New Zealand. In Britain it is played especially 
(5)_____public schools.   Rugby league is a professional game, 
played mainly (6)_____the north of England (and in Australia). 
There are 13 players (7)_____each team, and the rules are slightly 
different (8)_____ rugby union. It is thought to be a   rough, hard 
game. 
 
d) Football 
Football is played (1)_____two teams (2)_____a 100-yard field. 
Each team stands (3)_____their side of the field. The object of the 
game is to carry the football, an oblong-shaped ball, (4) _____ the 
opponents and (5)_____the end of their field to "score a 
touchdown". 
 
1. People disapprove of … , but at the same time they can’t 
resist them. 
2. They … of him before the results of the race were 
announced. 
3. In spite of the fact that everyone thought he … N. was sure 
the situation he was in at the  moment was the result of his 
own actions and misbehavior. 
4. Those who … in competition are usually disqualified from 
taking part in the Olympic Games. 
5. … is one of the attacking players in football, now often 
called a striker. 
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6. … is a Japanese method of unarmed combat using blows 
made with the sides of the hands, foot, head. 
7. It was his last chance to break the record vacantly he looked 
around but saw nothing except the white line in front of 
sand. He … & jumped. 
8. … is a Hindu system of meditation & self-control intended 
to produce mystical experience & the union of the 
individual soul with the universal spirit. 
9. The quantity of … in Formula I depends on distance & 
route. 
10. Darts is a domestic variant of … . 
11. Those who like games of chance are keen on … . 
12. I wish to warn you … . I have no desire to be told off 
because of your tricks ever again. 
13. Only half of … runners came to the finish. It was very 
exhausting to run 41.8 km/s on such a hot evening. 
14. … is a person who controls matches, judges points in 
dispute. 
15. … is a Japanese art of wrestling & self-defence in  which an 
opponent’s own weight & strength are used against him. 
16. … is a player who guards his goal area against attacks from 
the other side. 
17. Don’t move a … . There is a snake beside you. 
18. Which country holds the … for the 5000 meters race. 
19. The bruise was caused by a … . 
20. … is an area for playing football. 
21. … is a person against who one fights, struggles, plays 
games, contests an election or argues. 
22. … is used not only in the casino but also if a person wants 
to say that his … has lost the game, chance. 
23. Our efforts were not awarded. The game was not… . 
 
• to strain every nerve 
• to make game of 
• none to your games 
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• the game is up 
• the game is not worth the candle 
• two can play at that 
• to become the sport of fortune 
• games of chance  
• football pitch 
to beat smb. at his own game 
 
16. Translate into English: 
1. Я предпочитаю легкую атлетику боксу и борьбе. 2.  Я 
мечтаю выиграть первенство страны по плаванию. 3.  Люди во 
всем мире следят за Олимпийскими играми. 4.  Я болею за 
футбольную команду «Спартак». 5.  Наша игра закончилась 
вничью. 6.  Вы занимаетесь легкой атлетикой? 
7.  Вы часто участвовали в эстафете? 8.  Виндсерфинг требует 
от спортсмена очень развитого чувства равновесия. 9.  
Мальчик мечтает стать хоккеистом и просит купить ему 
клюшку и шайбу. 10.  Сколько человек примут участие в 
институтском шахматном турнире? 11.  Разве вы не хотите 
завоевать кубок в этом соревновании? 12.  Кто первый забил 
гол? 13.  Вы пойдете на этот матч? 
14.  Стрельба из лука была достаточно популярным видом 
спорта в Средние века. 15.  Никто не ожидал, что они 
выиграют со счетом 2:0. 16.  Мы не можем с вами 
соревноваться, у нас нет опыта участия в таких соревнованиях. 
17.  Вы собираетесь участвовать в соревнованиях по гребле?-
Обязательно. 18.  У нас прекрасный спортзал и все 
возможности для хорошей физической подготовки. 19.  Кто 
выиграл кубок по футболу в последний раз? Кто был вторым? 
20.  Напрасно вы торопились. Соревнования не состоятся из-за 
плохой погоды. 21. Я едва мог поверить своим ушам, когда 
мне сказали, что наша команда выиграла со счетом 6:0. 22. Я, 
кажется, знаю этого человека. Он был когда-то отличным 
бегуном, а теперь он тренирует молодых спортсменов.23.  Кем 
был установлен последний мировой рекорд по прыжкам в 
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высоту? 24.  Он финишировал первым в забеге на ПО метров с 
барьерами, показав время 13,32 секунды. 25.  В турнире 
принимают участие 24 национальных сборных. 26.  На игру 
назначаются три судьи — один в поле и два на линии. 27.  Как 
называется человек, который судит бейсбольную игру? 28.  В 
футболе только вратарю разрешается прикасаться к мячу 
руками. 
 
Ь) Спорт и отдых в Великобритании 
1. В Британии появилось много видов спорта, которые 
популярны во всем мире - футбол, регби, гольф, хоккей на 
траве, теннис. Все эти виды спорта привлекают 
многочисленных участников и зрителей в Англии. Особенно 
футбол имеет огромное количество поклонников. 
25миллионов болельщиков посещают матчи во время 
футбольного сезона. Много зрителей смотрят футбол и другие 
спортивные соревнования по телевизору. Идея спорта 
привлекательна для англичан, однако само количество 
англичан, активно занимающихся спортом, невелико. В целом, 
жители Великобритании предпочитают толстеть, чем 
сбрасывать вес при помощи спорта. Итак, самый популярный 
и зрелищный вид спорта — футбол. Футбольный матч 
проводится утром в субботу в большинстве городов Англии, и 
поклонники и болельщики каждой команды следуют за ней из 
одного конца страны в другой, чтобы посетить матч любимой 
команды. Много других видов спорта культивируется в 
Великобритании, в том числе и гольф, в котором нужно 
попасть мячиком в лунку также крокет, когда вам нужно 
протолкнуть мяч через несколько небольших ворот, а в 
баскетболе вы пытаетесь попасть мячом в кольцо с сеткой. 
Играя в теннис, вы пытаетесь так ударить по мячу, чтобы 
соперник не смог его отбить, и, наконец, крикет, где тоже 
играют мячом, но понять всё это практически невозможно. Из 
всего этого видно, что если бы не изобрели мяч, то спорта как 
такового не было бы. На самом деле это не совсем так. В 
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легкой атлетике, а также на скачках мяч не используется. 
Возможно, это и объясняет, почему они не столь популярны, 
как футбол. 
2.  Из-за длинной береговой линии и множества озер и рек в 
Англии пользуются популярностью водные виды спорта. 
Особенно популярен парусный вид спорта и Королевская 
ассоциация яхтсменов имеет более 1500 яхтклубов по всей 
стране. Другими популярными видами водного спорта 
являются гребля на каноэ, классическая гребля, катание на 
водных лыжах и серфинг. 
3. В Англии существует давний и постоянный интерес к 
большинству видов легкой атлетики, и поэтому сотни клубов 
легкой атлетики разбросаны по всей стране. Также популярны 
бокс, борьба, поднятие тяжестей, гимнастика и более новые 
виды спорта, такие, как карате и дзюдо. Плавание обычно 
преподается в школах, и миллионы англичан получают 
наслаждение от этого вида спорта. Прыжки в воду, подводное 
плавание, водное поло также очень популярны. Скачки и дру-
гие разновидности конного спорта все еще традиционно 
любимы в Англии. В Шотландии и кое-где в горах появились 
центры зимних видов спорта. 
с) Олимпийские игры 
Существуют Летние Олимпийские игры, возобновившиеся в 
Греции в 1896 году, и Зимние Олимпийские игры, впервые 
сосдпявшиеся в 1924 году. Они проводятся зимой накануне 
Летних Олимпийских игр. Олимпийскими видами спорта 
обычно являются стрельба из лука, баскетбол, бокс, гребля на 
байдарке, велосипедные гонки, конные виды спорта, 
фехтование, хоккей на траве, гимнастика, дзюдо, современное 
пятиборье, гребля, парусный спорт, стрельба, футбол, 
Плавание, прыжки в воду, ручной мяч, легкая атлетика, 
волейбол, водное поло, штанга и борьба. В программу Зимних 
Олимпийских  входят биатлон, бобслей, бег на коньках, бег на 
лыжах, прыжки с  трамплина, саночный спорт, гигантский 
слалом, фигурное катание, хоккей на льду.                                   
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Read the dialogs and practice them. 
 
1. WINNING AND LOSING 
Eric and Pam are walking home. Pam had a swimming race this 
afternoon in her gym class. 
Eric:   How did the race go? 
Pam:  Awful! I came in last. 
Eric:   Last? You came in first last month, what happened? 
Pam: I guess I'm out of shape. Even Gino can beat me. We had a 
race last night, and he won. 
Eric: Well, you haven't had any exercise for weeks. You've just sat 
home and studied. 
Pam: That's true. From now on I'm going to exercise as much as 
possible. Did Larry's team win their football game last Saturday? 
Eric: No, they lost three to nothing to Gainesville. Larry was really 
disappointed. Gainesville beat them three to nothing the last time 
too. 
Pam:   Let's face it. Larry's not a great football player. 
Eric:   That's true, but he's a pretty good swimmer. 
Pam:   I know. I'm glad I don't have a race with him for a month or 
two! 
2. MY FAVORITE GAME 
Interviewer:     So, Joe, what sport do you play? 
Joe:                I play football, volleyball, tennis and table tennis, but 
volley- 
ball is my favorite game as it's a team game and you can play it 
with your friends, and enjoy it as a team. 
Interviewer:     Is it quite a fast game as well? 
Joe:                Yeah. It's fast and that's another reason I enjoy it. 
Interviewer:    Where do you play? 
Joe:                 I play at local sports centers during the winter and 
sort of play 
in tournaments around England. 
Interviewer:    What sort of equipment do you need? 
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Joe:                Well, first of all you need a ball and a net, and 
obviously a court. 
But you may also need knee pads and your volleyball kit. 
Interviewer:    So, how often do you play volleyball, Joe? 
Joe:                Well, during the season, which is from September to 
June, I play 
twice a week. One time is practice, and the other is a match. During 
the summer, I play beach volleyball, but that's only once a week. 
 
3. SUNDAY FOOTBALL 
Read the dialogs and practice them. 
Jorge Gutierrz, from Argentina, is visiting his friend Howard Sloan 
in Washington, B.C. It is early in December. 
Howard: Jorge: 
Howard: 
Jorge: 
Howard: 
Jorge: Howard: Jorge: Howard 
Pam: 
Steve: 
Pam: 
Steve: 
Pam: 
Jorge, since this is Sunday, I hope you don't mind if we watch a 
football game on TV. 
Not at all, Howie. I've been looking forward to watching one of 
your football games. As you know, football is an entirely different 
sport in my country. 
Soccer! 1 know. More and more North Americans are learning to 
play soccer. It's fast, rough, and very exciting. You'll have to 
explain the rules of football to me. I want to be able to follow the 
game. 
I'll do my best. Pass me the sports section of the newspaper, will 
you? The Post should have the time the game starts. I don't want to 
miss the kickoff.1 
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Let me see if I can find it. Here it is, on the second page. It says 
"Washington versus Dallas, 1 P.M. on Channel 9." Does that sound 
right? Yes. Games usually start at 1 or 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon. 
Of course, that's in the East. On the West Coast, the times are three 
hours earlier. So in California they have to watch the 1 o'clock 
game at 10 o'clock in the morning. 
Diehard2 football fans will watch at any hour. Well, we'd better go 
to the store to get some snacks. We want to be ready to see the 
Cowboys and the Redskins fight it out. 
 
4. THE TIGERS VS THE SABRES 
I want to see a game with the Tigers. When do they play?             
Let me check the schedule. On Saturday they play versus the 
Sabres. 
Oh, that'll be a fantastic game! They've been rivals for years and 
the 
teams are evenly matched. The Sabres are a triple champion, while 
the Tigers have won the championship four times. 
But this year, 1 think, the Tigers stand a better chance. Now they 
have Eddie Jackson, who played for the Wolves. Along with 
Charles 
Moor and Joe Adams, they make a wonderful team. 
That's right! They are winners now. They've played 20 games so 
far. 
They won 13, lost 3 at the start of the season, and tied 5. But the 
Sabres have only 7 wins, 7 ties, and 6 losses. They are in the 5th 
place. 
1  kickoff— the start of a North American football game, when one 
team kicks the ball to he other 
2  diehard — very enthusiastic and loyal 
 
Steve: 
Diana: Steve: 
Diana: 
Steve: 
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The Sabres have a weak goalie, but their forwards are very experi-
enced and aggressive. It's bad luck that their leading goalie is seri-
ously injured and won't be in good shape soon. There's a rumor 
they want Rodney Brown to sign a contract with them to strengthen 
the defense. Pam:       Rodney, you say? That'll help them a lot! 
 
5. SPORTS SOUVENIRS 
Say, Steve. I've got two tickets for the Tigers and Sabres game. 
That's great! You know, I have a shirt with Eddie Jackson's num-
ber. 
I'm jealous. So, you collect Tigers' things. Well, then you must visit 
our sports club. There's a cafe there, where we like to meet. They 
have a lot of interesting things there. You may be lucky enough to 
get an autograph of a football or hockey star there. I collect 
newspaper and magazine articles about them and besides I have a 
lot of posters and photos of the players. I even have a puck from 
last year's championship game. Jackie Edwards scored the final 
goal with it. Do you play hockey? 
Not now. I used to play for the university. Now I prefer tennis. Our 
club has good tennis courts. I can recommend you for membership. 
The guys are good there and the coaches are, too. We must keep 
ourselves in shape. 
Great! I'm new here, you know. And to make good friends here in 
practically no time is fabulous. When can I see you at your club? 
Diana:    On Sunday, I think. I'll call you.                                                 
Steve:     Great! I'll look forward to it. 
Conversation Practice and Communicative Activities 
 
1. Complete the following dialogues. 
 
1.  A.: I guess, Frank is out of shape. Even Brian can beat him. 
     B: 
     A: That's true. He says he is going to exercise as much as 
possible. 
     B: 
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2.        A: Did the Cowboys win their baseball match last Sunday? 
            B: 
            A: Let's face it. The team is not in great shape now. 
 
3.         A: So, Shirley, what sport do you play? 
            B:  
            A :Is it quite an exciting game? 
            B:  
            A: What sort of equipment do you need? 
            B:  
 
4.      A: Do you play volleyball? 
         B: 
         A: Our University has good basketball courts. I can 
recommend you for the team. We must keep ourselves in shape. 
         B:  
  A: On Saturday afternoon, I think. Say at 3 p.m. 
 
2. Role-play the following situations. 
1.  Two friends are discussing the football/basketball/volleyball 
game. One has taken part in it. His team has lost the game. He is 
upset. His friend tries to reassure and encourage him. 
2.  Two friends cannot come to an agreement about what to watch 
on TV. One insists on watching a boxing competition while there is 
a world figure-skating championship on another channel. His/her 
friend wouldn't like to miss it. 
3.  The father and mother of a seven-year-old boy are discussing 
what sport their son should take up. Each gives arguments for 
his/her favorite sport. The father wants their son to take up skiing 
or running, as there are a lot of sports facilities and coaches in the 
city. But the mother would like their son to do tennis or basketball. 
4.  The mother/father of a seven-year-old girl tries to persuade a 
tennis coach that his/her daughter is keen on tennis and is 
determined to be a tennis star. The coach warns the parent against 
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the pressures of professional sport. Two students on teaching 
practice at school are discussing how to have the fifth-graders 
interested in sport. One of the friends suggests making a 
presentation about the Olympic Games. They discuss the details. A 
Russian exchange student asks his/her American friend to give 
him/ her some tips about recreation and sport at his/her host 
university. The Russian student used to do sport in his home 
country and would like to know if there are any sports facilities at 
the host university, what the registration procedures and fees are. 
One of the roommates is an ardent athlete; another is a true "couch 
potato". The athlete tries to persuade his roommate to take up sport. 
But the latter doesn't like the idea of getting up at dawn, going to 
the swimming-pool or spending the weekend in the gym. His 
opponent tries to make him do at least his morning exercises. 
 
3. You are fond of sports and you want to organize a sports 
festival in your city. A sports tournament, championship or 
competition. In order to attract attention to your project you 
want to start an advertising campaign to gain benevolent atti-
tude and rich sponsors. You invite your friends and people who 
are interested in sports to discuss the problem and solve it, to 
start organizing activities. You do not forget that people are 
patriots of their city and their country and you know how to 
stir and surprise them. That's why you begin with global 
problems: 
1.  How important is it to you that your country succeeds in the 
Olympics? How do you feel when your country wins a gold medal? 
2.  Would your city support a bid to bring the Olympics to your 
city? Why or why not? 
3.  What other international events draw attention as the Olympic 
Games and may be held in your city? 
4.  You ask what else they think must be discussed at the meeting 
and taken into consideration to be used in the future. 
5.According to the ideas, proposals and initiatives you elect the 
organizing committee and make a plan of your future activities. 
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4.  Read the Student Program. Decide what class or workshop 
you would like to participate in. Why?  Discuss your choice 
with your classmates. 
CLASSES, WORKSHOPS AND CLINICS 
*   Aerobic Conditioning 
*   Golf 
*   Personal Empowerment 
*   Aquaerobics 
*   Swimming 
*   Muscle Conditioning 
*   Martial Arts 
*   Nutrition 
*   Squash 
*   Stress Management 
*   Tennis 
*   Weight Training 
*   Yoga 
Increase your physical or wellness — related knowledge in a 
variety of fitness, sport skill, strength conditioning or wellness 
classes. 
From a one time class to eight weeks of multiple sessions, offered 
on varied fitness and skill levels, you can personalize and define 
your own wellness program during the year. 
Each semester a course schedule including registration information 
is available in Gregory Gym 30. 
For more information call ... 
 
5. Create a one-page advertisement for a recreational sport 
class (think of sports and games popular in Russia or some 
unusual sports) you want to organize at an American 
university. Use colorful words to describe the rules of the game 
and the benefits it can have for a person's health. You can also 
include a drawing. 
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6. Study a lazy man's motto and say what life you prefer. 
"If you run several times a day you may live long — but you will 
always be in pain. I'll take the painless life and... walk." 
7. A new Sports Center. Your University has won the grant of 
$1,000,000 from the National Sports Foundation to build sports 
facilities. Decide what sports (for winter or summer sports) 
should be built within the allotted sum. Work in small groups 
of four. After a S-minute discussion you must decide what 
facilities you wish to include in the center. Try and come with a 
decision that every one approves of. The following information 
about how much various facilities cost will help you. 
Gymnasium and equipment                $1,000,000 
25-meter swimming-pool                       $500,000 
Skating rink (indoor)                             $500,000 
Hockey rink (indoor)                             $500,000 
Cafeteria                                                $100,000                                 
Weightlifting room and equipment        $100,000                                     
Changing room (20 people)                     $80,000                                    
Tennis court (indoor)                              $80,000                                      
Badminton court (indoor)                       $60,000 
Climbing wall                                          $60,000 
Sauna                                                       $40,000 
Table-tennis room                                    $40,000 
Showers                                                   $30,000 
 
8. Should boxing be banned? Many sports, such as boxing, are 
violent and dangerous. Some people propose that such sports 
be banned and made illegal. Others argue that violent sports 
should be allowed to continue. 
a) In small groups of 3—4 make two lists of reasons, one for and 
the other against a ban on boxing. 
e.g.            Arguments for 
1.  Sometimes boxers are killed in boxing matches. If boxing is 
banned, many serious injuries and deaths will be avoided. 
2. ________________________ 
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3._________________________ 
Arguments against 
 1. Violence is a part of human nature. 
2.__________ 
 
b) Share your lists of reasons with the other groups. 
Summarize your arguments for and against a ban on boxing. Draw 
a conclusion whether boxing should or shouldn't be banned. 
 
9. Give your predictions of the future of such sports as boxing, 
wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, weightlifting and American 
football in the next 10 or 20 years. 
e.g. I bet that soccer will become more popular because... 
10. Read the article "Who are the Athletes that Youngsters 
Most Admire?" in Newspaper Reading. Arrange an opinion 
poll. 
a) Preparation for the poll. Look through Soviet/Russian sports 
magazines of the 60—90s. Make a list of 50 most prominent 
Soviet/Russian athletes of the past and present. Discuss your list 
with your group mates. Come out with a list that everyone approves 
of. 
b) Study the opinion of your relatives and friends aged 13—20. 
Ask them rank the athletes on the list according to their popularity. 
c) Discussing the results. Share the results you've got with 
your group. Compare the results you've got with those of your 
group mates. Make a list of the 20 most esteemed Soviet/Russian 
athletes of the present and the past. Say what sport they do (did), if 
they are still competing or not. 
 
 
Newspaper Reading 
 
1.Look very quickly through the articles below. In two minutes 
decide which of the articles is about: 
1.  the Olympics                                    4. basketball                                 
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2.  tennis                                               5. horse racing                             
3.soccer                                                                                                  
 
2. Study the articles for five minutes and find the answers to 
the following questions., 
1.  Which team has won the football match? 
2.  What spoiled the impression of the game? 
3.  How many races has Holly Bull won with Smith? 
4.  How long did the game last? 
5.  How many times has Steffi Graf been a Wimbledon champion? 
6.  How many athletes will take part in the coming Olympics? 
7.  In how many sports will they compete? 
8.  What cities are the basketball teams from? 
9.  How many times have the Utah Jazz beaten the Spurs this 
season? 
 
1. In a FIFA-sanctioned match marked by 31 fouls, the Texas men's 
soccer team was defeated 7-0 by Naberezhnye Chelny Kamaz, a 
Russian Premiere division team, Saturday at House Park Stadium. 
Using a short, controlled passing attack, Kamaz dictated the tempo 
throughout the game. Kamaz outshot the Longhorns 26-4 and 
outnumbered Texas on corner kicks, 12-3. The game also featured 
20 fouls by Kamaz and 11 by Texas, including two Kamaz yellow 
cards and one Texas yellow card. 
 
2. With Smith, Holly Bull has six wins in seven races, including 
victories in the Blue Grass, Florida Derby and the Futurity. He's the 
8-5 favorite in a Derby field of 15. Overall, Holly Bull is 7-for-8, 
his first coming with Louis Rivera aboard. Just a year ago, Smith 
was aboard another Derby favorite — Prairie Bayou, who ran a 
game second after going six wide 
3. Wimbledon, England. - Lori McNeil punched shots with 
unrelenting precision at Steffi Grafs backhand, attacking her single 
flaw, breaking her down methodically, and dethroning a reigning 
Wimbledon women's champion in the opening round for the first 
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time in history. When McNeil slapped a forehand volley into an 
open court to end the match 7-5, 7-6 Tuesday evening, she put a 
memorable touch on one of the greatest upsets ever in tennis and 
closed out a riveting five-hour drama. 
"It doesn't hurt to lose my crown - it hurts to lose," said Graf, who 
lost three straight Wimbledon titles. 
 
4. So much of these Olympics will seem so familiar. The faces. The 
accent. The time slot. So much will be different. More women 
competing, Former Soviet athletes dispersed to new teams. Beach 
volleyball. No boycotting nations. 
Not one nation extended an invitation by the IOC turned it down. 
That means a record 197 nations will be on hand, competing in 271 
events in 26 sports. 
To represent the new teams and old ones, there will be 10,800 
athletes, about 3,800 of whom are women - a 40 percent increase 
over the number competing four years ago. 
 
5. SALT LAKE CITY. - Karl Malone scored 34 points, including a 
20-footer with 42 seconds to play, and the Utah Jazz held off a late 
San Antonio rally to win 95-90 Thursday night, eliminating the 
Spurs from the NBA playoffs. 
The Spurs trailed 91-84 before Wale Ellis scored and missed a free 
throw that Dennis Rodman tipped in, making the score 91-88. 
Malone then hit a jumper to rebuild the Jazz lead back to five. In 
their 3-1 series win, Utah beat the Spurs for the seventh time in 
eight games this season. 
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1. Study the article very quickly and answer the following 
questions. 
 
     Hank Aaron, long retired but not forgotten even by kids who 
never saw him play, ranks right behind Michael Jordan as the most 
esteemed athlete among American adolescents. Kids 12 to 17 show 
genuine respect for past stars and utter indifference for some of 
today's most hyped athletes, according to ratings from a national 
study released by the Sports Marketing Group of Dallas. 
  O.J. Simpson also made the list, based equally on popularity and 
perceptions of character, and was tied for No. 5 among all 
Americans 12 and over in the study, conducted last year. 
   Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Mary Lou Retton, Julius Erving, Willie 
Mys, Scott Hamilton, Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle and Dorothy 
Hamill all made the adolescents' top 20 list. Only five athletes on 
the list are still competing: Jordan, Scottie Pip-pen, Joe Montana, 
Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Kristi Yamaguchi, who skipped the last 
Olympics but is preparing to come back. The rest retired recently 
after distinguished careers: Magic Johnson, Larry Bird, George 
Foreman, Nolan Ryan and Evander Holyfield. These athletes are 
some of the true models for America's young people, the ones kids 
look up to as much for their accomplishments as for a belief in their 
integrity. Though Aaron retired as baseball's home run king in 
1976, and Ruth died in 1948, their deeds live on, nurtured by 
admiring tales from parents and grandparents. And what of young 
stars like Shaquille O'Neal, Andre Agassi, Barry Bonds and Deion 
Sanders? They didn't even come close. "Popularity and respect take 
years to develop," Sports Marketing Group chairman Nye Lavalle 
said. "There's really no such thing as an overnight success in 
America. It takes a long time to build your reputation and your 
status." Among boys, some athletes, who died before the boys were 
born, had three to five times higher ratings than current players. 
"I'm not sure if that's because the legends of these athletes were 
passed down so strongly by the kids' parents, or because the kids 
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just haven't developed that kind of respect yet for the athletes of 
their own generation," Lavalle said. 
Based on a study of 1,479 Americans age 12 and over conducted 
last yеаг, the ratings weighed perceptions of four positive traits - 
sportsmanship, intelligence, trustworthiness and three negative 
traits — greediness, cockiness and arrogance — among 809 athletes 
and sports celebrities. Lavalle used a formula to produce a rating 
system that could be as high as 100 if an athlete were popular with 
all respondents and perceived by everyone as having all the 
positive traits and none of the negative ones. 
Conversely, an athlete could have a rating below zero if he or she 
were "immensely unpopular and viewed as possessing more 
negative traits than positive ones. Jordan, with a rating of 53, 
clearly was regarded with higher esteem among the adolescents 
than all other athletes. Aaron had a rating of 49 Abdul-Jabbar 48. In 
contrast, Charles Barkley had a rating of only 25, Agassi 23, 
O'Neal 22, Sanders 21, Bonds 14 and Bobby Bonilla 9. 
    The top 20 list confirmed the immense popularity of basketball 
among adolescents, with NBA stars accounting for six of the top 
eight spots. Five baseball players made the list. Among other 
things, the study showed that when it comes to sports, race is not an 
issue with kids. Six of the top seven, and 11 of the top 20, are 
black. The link among all the admired and respected athletes is that 
their careers were long and successful and their characters stood the 
test of time. Many of them are quiet and are thought to possess 
humility and a certain grace. 
  "These are people who are not perceived as having huge egos," 
Lavalle said. "They have a lot of positives going for them and not 
many negatives. People like them and admire them. In general, 
these athletes were pretty nice, decent people off the field, besides 
being great in their sports. "Kids 12 to 17 are more impressionable, 
without a doubt, than adults because some of the kids don't have 
the skills to decipher fact from fiction yet. But they see through a 
lot of hype and make pretty good judgments about people." The top 
20 among adolescents varied from the top 20 most esteemed 
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athletes among all Americans age 12 and up, which showed even 
more regard for retired athletes. 
 Hamill and Peggy Fleming led that list, followed by Aaron, 
Retton, Simpson, Mays, Mantle, Joe DiMaggio, Bird, Yogi Berra, 
Chris Evert and Jesse Owens. "Those are people who most folks 
would want as their next-door neighbors," Lavalle said. "For the 
most part these people are either legendary in their status, or they 
are perceived as having excellent characters in comparison to other 
athletes. The traits Americans admire most in athletes totally 
debunk the Madison Avenue myth. It's not the handsome, hot star 
with the good-looking body that people admire most. They're 
looking for honesty and trustworthiness in athletes, a sense that 
they're genuinely good people." Very few athletes are "megastars" 
with national appeal for advertisers, Lavalle said. "Where the 
athletes have the most popularity and the most influence is in their 
own communities," he said. "While Troy Aikman has a rating of 
only 14 among kids across the U.S., in Dallas and in the 
surrounding area in Texas he might be four or five times that. It's 
the same thing for Warren Moon in Houston or Frank Thomas in 
Chicago. Each community has its own heroes." 
The top 20 list for the general population was dominated by 
athletes who performed either in New York or the Olympics. "The 
New York media influence, and the exposure of the Olympics, give 
them a national boost," Lavalle said. "When athletes are in New 
York or in the Olympics, people all over the country learn more 
about them". 
1. Who ranked as most popular athlete among American 
adolescents? 
2.How many current athletes are there on the list? 
3.What positive traits of the popular athletes do the children most 
admire? 
4.How many adolescents took part in the study? 
5.What sports did the most popular athletes do? 
6.Do you know what sports the athletes mentioned in the article 
did? Think and fill in the chart below. 
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Athlete Sport 
1. Babe Ruth baseball 
2. Michael Jordan  
3. Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar 
 
4. Jackie Joyner-
Kersee 
 
5. Kristi Yamaguchi  
6. Scott Hamilton  
7. Joe Montana  
8. Shaquille O'Neal  
9. Andre Agassi  
10. O.J. Simpson  
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PART 2 
 
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND NUTRITION 
                          
TOPICAL VOCABULARY 
 
Fitness 
lean 
to radiate 
warm up, stretching, cool-down activities 
motion 
cardiovascular fitness 
hart rate 
to resist to 
blood pressure 
 heart attack 
obesity 
strength 
muscular endurance 
flexibility 
sedentary life 
death rate 
well-being 
to be under stress 
to undergo stress 
to manage stress 
to cope with stress 
sport injuries 
to pull muscles 
joint injury 
moderation 
agility 
balance 
coordination 
power 
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reaction time 
speed 
flexibility 
muscular strength 
muscular endurance 
cardiovascular fitness 
body leanness 
to stretch 
specificity 
overload 
progression 
regularity 
frequency 
intensity 
time 
to exercise 
to train 
to do excersise 
to walk 
to run 
to jog 
to breath 
to take oxygen 
to carry oxygen to the brain sells 
to live an active live 
to practice sports 
to do sports 
to live a sedentary life 
to store fat 
to lose weight 
to burn fat 
to get rid of toxins 
to use up calories 
diet 
nutrition 
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metabolism 
calories 
protein 
carbohydrates 
fats 
vitamins 
minerals 
water 
fiber 
tissue 
dietary habits 
enzymes 
amino acids 
glucose 
cholesterol 
calcium 
potassium 
sodium 
iron 
zinc 
selenium 
copper 
magnesium 
starch 
additives 
associated disease 
cardiac diseases 
red meat 
white meat 
a crash diet 
cells 
layers of fat 
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Text A 
 
Physical fitness and health 
 
1. Read the text and answer the questions. 
 
   During the 1980s and later there was a great increase in interest 
in getting fit and staying healthy. A lot of people started running 
and jogging in there spare time. In recent years the trend toward 
fitness has taken hold: health clubs have sprung up everywhere, 
exercise books and videos have become best-sellers, and warm up 
suits have become standard clothing. More people then ever are 
exercising regularly- running, swimming, doing aerobics, and 
walking their way to physical fitness. Regular exercise not only 
helps them look and feel better physically, it also helps them feel 
more relaxed and energetic and increases their sense of self-esteem. 
Physical fitness enables individuals to lead more productive, 
creative, healthy, and emotionally balanced lives. Aerobics classes 
opened in every town. The number of sport centers for dance and 
movement increased. Physical exercises of any kind became 
people’s favorite pastime. 
   Today people continue leading sedentary life and many of them 
would like to change it. Since our life no longer provides enough 
exercise we should include it deliberately into our everyday 
routines. The man and woman who takes regular sport or exercise 
will stay physically fit, retain youthful vigor, and perhaps, most 
important to many people, keep youthful shape and stamina. 
Fitness is fashionable. 
    There are some exercises to suit everyone. It may be a daily 
exercise session that takes up little time or, planned exercises, 
which improve a problem area. Everyone knows that exercise 
promotes weight loss and lowers one’s chances of developing heart 
disease and other illnesses. But fitness comes not just from some 
exercises done now and then but from the way you live all the time. 
Good eating habits, and plenty of fresh air are all important parts of 
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the way to keep fit. Start doing all this you will fill and see the 
benefits. 
   Physical and psychological benefits of exercise 
    Regular exercise is an important element in developing and 
maintaining overall physical health. There is mounting evidence 
that it reduces the risk of contracting many diseases, including 
heart disease. Men who burned as few as 500 calories a week 
through exercise and activity had death rates from all causes that 
were 15 to 20 percent lower than those of men who were sedentary. 
   The physical benefits of regular exercise are: they improve 
cardiovascular fitness, reduce blood fat, help to resist stress, reduce 
body fat, improve strength and muscular endurance, improve 
flexibility, extend life, help to recover after hard work, improve the 
ability to meet emergencies.  
    The psychological health benefits of regular exercise are: they 
reduce mental tension, improve sleep habits, give opportunity for 
social interaction, help to resist fatigue, give opportunity for 
successful experience, improve sense of well-being, improve self 
concept, improve appearance. 
  Physical fitness and its components 
Physical fitness is made up of several components. These can be 
grouped into two broad categories: skill- related and health - 
related. 
Skill- related components of fitness are the ones that athletes in 
particular try to improve with exercise.     These components 
include the following: agility, balance, coordination, power, 
reaction time, speed. 
Health- related components. The health- related components of 
fitness are the ones that all people need and should work to develop 
and improve. These components include the following: flexibility, 
muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular fitness, 
body leanness. 
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   Principles of exercise 
 To get the maximum benefit from any kind of exercise, it is 
necessary to understand four basic principles: specificity, overload, 
progression, and regularity. 
Physical fitness is definitely worth the effort. When you exercise 
regularly, you feel better and look better. At the same time, you 
probably will also feel more relaxed and energetic. Exercise not 
only can improve your life expectancy, especially by reducing the 
risk of developing heart disease, it also can slow the aging process 
and keep you fit and healthy longer. 
 
1. What are physical benefits of benefits? 
2. What are psychological benefits of exercise? 
3. State the components of physical fitness? 
4.  What are the principles of exercise? 
5. Student’s project: Make up a plan of morning warms up 
suitable for everybody. 
 
TEXT B 
Read the text and think of the problem of healthy eating in 
your country. 
NUTRITION 
In the crazy cosmetic world in which we live, the thing we 
neglect all too often is nutrition. To look good is to be healthy, 
how dangerous this attitude can be. To merely dress the part on 
the outside only helps to disguise the truth, that our insides 
probably need some alterations. 
With my nutritional advise you are steered clear of fly by 
night "fad" diets and will obtain sound information and 
guidance to assist your fitness goals. I will show you the way to a 
life of eating pleasure without sacrificing the health of mind and 
body. We all want to be lean; let's get our bodies clean. 
Food supplies three fundamental body needs: 
• the need for energy 
• the need for new tissue growth and tissue repair 
• the need to regulate metabolic function 
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These needs are met with nutrients in the forms of carbohydrate, 
protein, fat, water, vitamins and minerals. The optimum diet 
contains adequate amounts of each of these nutrients. While 
standards are set. to assure proper nutrition, diet also aids in the 
prevention of disease (heart disease, stroke, cancer). Being aware 
and keeping a balanced ratio of what you eat will get you on the 
right track. A diet of 48% complex carbohydrate, no more than 
30% fat, (10% saturated) decreasing sugar to 10% and protein at 
12% should help the average person to stay healthy. Training 
diets will differ slightly as individual needs change with the 
onset of vigorous exercise. The higher energy and 
recuperation needs should be met with a higher proportion of 
carbohydrate, 60 — 70%. To compensate and balance you 
should reduce the amounts of fats and sugar. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner with a nutritious snack is a good 
prescription for good health. Eating late at night makes weight 
control difficult — watch those late night frozen pizzas! While 
"junk" food is not of particular nutritional value, it can have 
tremendous psychological benefit. A program, which totally 
restricts certain food, is often too fragile for many to follow. 
Just remember excess within control. If you are able to sustain 
good eating habits 85% of the time, you are doing well. It is the 
balance of your total intake you must keep in mind, not just that 
single piece of cheesecake! 
1.Do you pay attention to what and when you eat? 
2. What type of food do you prefer? 
3. What are the rules of proper eating?   
4.Writing: Fast food restaurants have become very popular. 
But not everyone thinks they are a good idea. Here are some 
arguments in favour and against fast food restaurants. Which 
of them do you support? Can there be of any more pros and 
cons? 
For Against 
The service is very quick The food contains a lot of fat and is 
 unhealthy 
The restaurants are usually very clean The food is not cheap, especially 
for young people  
The atmosphere is informal The restaurants create much litter 
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Fast food restaurants are the same  
everywhere so you know exactly what you 
want 
The material which is often used 
foe fast food cartons takes 
centuries to decay and contains 
dangerous elements   
? ? 
? ? 
TEXT C 
“ Eating habits are effected not only by health considerations 
but by finances and fashion, as well.” Read the text and discuss 
with reference to eating habits in your country. 
 
DO YOU EAT THE RIGHT FOOD? 
 
What do we mean by a well-balanced diet? This is a diet 
that contains daily servings from each of the basic food groups: 
meat, vegetable and fruit, milk, bread and cereals. There's no 
doubt that food tastes and preferences are established early in 
life. No one is born a "sugar freak" or a salt craver. An incredible 
statistic is that between 30 and 50% of all the calories eaten 
each day are consumed in the form of between-meal snacks. 
Unfortunately, the usual between-meal foods are low in nutritive 
value and too high in calories and refined sugar. Some excellent 
snacks that should always be available are plain-yogurt, carrots, 
pieces of apple, cheese and natural fruit juice. Eating yogurt as a 
snack food is far healthier and more nutritionally sound than 
eating so-called "junk" food, which is less nutritious and too 
high in sugar and calories. Salted peanuts seem to be the least 
popular snacks today. 
People who diet know that if they stick to a low fat, high-fibre 
intake they will be able to eat well without putting on weight. 
Instead of going on crash diets they are learning to educate their 
stomachs by eating sensible food. They can still enjoy chocolates 
and cream cakes once a week or so, but they know they have to 
cut down their intake slightly the next day. 
Research is indicating that  "we are what we eat". Recent work 
shows that Italians, who tend to eat lots of fresh fruit and 
vegetables that contain vitamins С and E, have low levels of 
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heart attacks. Scots, however, tend to have a diet that is high in 
animal fat and low in fibre. Heart disease is a widespread problem in 
Scotland. 
Now, evidence shows that it is especially vitamins С and E, 
which control the probability of attacks of angina — the severe 
chest pains that are usually a warning of heart disease. 
1. Have you ever start dieting? 
2. What type of diet it was? 
3. What were the reasons? 
4. Describe your ration. 
5. Did it work? 
 
TEXT D 
 
WE SHOULD ALL GROW FAT AND BE HAPPY 
 
What a miserable lot dieters are! You can always recognize 
them from the sour expression on their faces. They spend most of 
their time turning their noses up at food. They are forever 
consulting their calorie charts; gazing at themselves in mirrors; 
and leaping on to weighing-machines in the bathroom. They 
spend a lifetime fighting a losing battle against spreading hips, 
protruding tummies and double chins. Some wage all-out war 
on fat. Mere dieting is not enough. They exhaust themselves doing 
exercises, sweating in sauna baths, being pummeled and massaged 
by weird machines. Don't think it's only the middle-aged who 
go in for these fads either. Many of these bright young things you 
see are suffering from chronic malnutrition: they are living on 
nothing but air and water. 
"Wonder food is a complete food," the advertisement says. "Just 
dissolve a teaspoonful in water..." A complete food it may be, but 
not quite so complete as a juicy steak... 
What's all this self-inflicted torture for? It will be a great day 
when all the dieters in the world abandon their slimming courses; 
when they hold out plates and demand a second helping. 
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1. There are only two ways to avoid gaining weight: eating less 
and taking exercise. Which one would you prefer, if any? 
Why? 
2. Is a slim body worth so many worries and restrictions? 
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TEXT E 
Read the text and make a list of requirements each diet should 
follow in order to be proper. 
 
DIETING 
The term dieting most often refers to the revision of food 
intake in order to lose weight. Diets are also observed for a 
wide range of medical reasons or to accord with dietary 
laws or ethical positions such as vegetarianism. In the United 
States and other developed nations where obesity is a common 
metabolic problem, the promotion of weight-loss programs has 
become a large enterprise. This interest in dieting is 
caused in part by a cultural emphasis on slimness, but 
obesity is considered a genuine medical hazard that puts 
people at risk for cardiovascular problems, diabetes, and 
other disorders. 
People often find diets hard to maintain, in part because 
they may have unrealistic expectations about how quickly they 
can lose weight. They may blame the diet itself and try another 
one. Many fat diets are unhealthy and even dangerous if 
followed for any length of time. Proper weight-loss diets 
observe good nutritional practices and balanced food intake, 
including the recommended daily regimens of vitamins and 
minerals. 
G e n e r a l     G u i d e l i n e s  
In nutritional science, food energy is spoken of in terms of a 
heat unit, the calorie (actually the kilocalorie). The only sources 
of calories are carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and alcohol. If the 
number of calories taken in greatly exceeds the number used, the 
excess is stored as fat and obesity results. With proper 
dieting and exercise the fat stores in the body will supply 
some of the dieter's energy needs while maintaining good 
health. For most people, the recommended rate of weight 
loss is about 0.7 to 0.9 kg (1,5 to 2 Lb) per week. This can 
be achieved on diets limited to 1,200—1,500 calories a day 
for women and 1,500 — 2,000 calories a day for men; calorie 
needs of children vary greatly, and their rates of weight loss 
should be prescribed by a physician. The most sensible 
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approach to weight loss is to begin with a medical check-up 
to make certain that no special health problems exist and to get a 
diet and exercise prescription from a physician. The diets that 
are acceptable to the medical establishment are those in 
which fewer calories are eaten and exercise is increased. This is 
called the calorie-balanced approach to dieting. Although some 
diets may place more emphasis on calorie reduction and 
others on increased exercise, all of them emphasize the 
importance of good nutrit ion and maintaining a balance 
of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. 
 D i e t    P r o b l e m s  
    There is a number of problems associated with dieting. 
Research, has shown that in many cases, diets are successful only 
on a temporary basis - most dieters regain the weight, plus 
more, within two years. 
 Many of these dieters try to lose the weight again, a cycle 
called yo-yo dieting, There has been controversy about the yo-
yo dieting's effects on the body, with some studies indicating 
that it causes problems with metabolism and heart disease. 
However, a 1994 study disagreed, finding no such effects. 
Another problem is that many of the commercially offered 
diets emphasize one dietary element at the expense of others; 
such practices present health problems. Low-carbohydrate diets, 
for example, restrict the amount of bread, sugar, and grains while 
maintaining a normal amount of protein and fats. Most of the 
initially rapid weight loss from such programs is from the body 
ridding itself of water and salt. A plateau is reached after one 
or two weeks, and no additional weight is lost for several weeks 
thereafter. Most people experience fatigue, hypertension 
(low blood pressure), and dizziness after only a few days on 
such diets, which are adaptations of an older American 
Diabetes Association diabetes diet. 
High-protein diets virtually eliminate carbohydrates and 
fats. Because carbohydrates are the most readily available 
source of energy, an all-protein diet forces the body to burn 
stored fat and protein. High protein diets, requiring complete 
elimination of carbohydrates, can be used only for the short 
period of time and are dangerous for anyone with diabetes, 
kidney disorders, or other medical problems. Diets high in fats 
and cholesterol are hazardous for persons with arteriosclerosis 
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and heart disease. This type of diet also causes diarrhea, 
vitamin loss, hypertension, dehydration, and kidney irritation. 
Numerous diets emphasize one food, such as rice, grapefruit, 
ice cream, or yoghurt. These are not nutritionally balanced and 
require vitamin and mineral supplements. Formula diets in 
liquid or powder form, which typically supply from 900 to 
1200 calories per day, claim to contain the recommended daily 
allowances of nutrients; serious health problems have 
sometimes been reported with their use. Non-prescription 
drugs called anorexics are supposed to suppress the appetite 
but have little effect by themselves and must be used with a 
sensible diet plan: they too may be harmful. As for starvation 
dieting, this dangerous practice should be attempted – if at all- 
only under strict medical supervision. 
1.Work out a dieting programme, mentioning meals, 
which should be taken. 
2. What do you think of the vegetarian diet? 
3. Give arguments for and against dieting. 
4. Prove that dieting could be dangerous. 
Student’s project: read the text and give a lecture for the 
first year students in proper eating habits. 
 
Variety, Balance, and Moderation 
There is no secret to healthy eating. Be sure to eat a variety of foods, 
including plenty of vegetables, fruits, and whole grain products. Also 
include low-fat or non-fat dairy products, lean meats, poultry, fish, and 
legumes. Drink lots of water and go easy on the salt, sugar, alcohol, 
and saturated fat. Good nutrition should be part of an overall healthy 
lifestyle, that also includes regular physical activity, not smoking, and 
stress management. If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so in 
moderation. 
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Tipping the Scales in Your Favor 
Have you decided to start eating healthier and become more physically 
active? Have you realized that healthy choices have a positive impact 
on not only yourself, but also those around you? 
If your goal is to lose weight or maintain your current healthy weight, 
here are some tips to help you achieve that goal. Remember, to 
maintain weight, you must balance calorie intake with calories burned 
through physical activity. If you eat more than you expend, you gain 
weight. If you eat less (reduce calories) than you expend, you lose 
weight! 
Make healthy choices a habit. This leads to a healthy lifestyle! Make 
a commitment to eat well, move more, and get support from family and 
friends. Even better, start eating healthier and being active together! 
Eat enough servings of vegetables and fruits per day. The amount 
you should eat depends on your age, sex, and activity level. If you're 
adding fruits and vegetables to your diet, try substituting them for 
higher calorie, less nutritious foods. 
Eat foods that are high in fiber to help you feel full. Whole 
grain cereals, legumes (lentils and beans), vegetables, and fruits 
are good sources of fiber that may help you feel full with fewer 
calories. 
Prepare and eat meals and snacks at home. This is a great way to 
save money, eat healthy, and spend time with your family. When 
preparing meals, choose low-fat\low-calorie versions of your favorite 
ingredients and learn how easy it is to substitute. For example: 
• Switch to 1 % or nonfat milk and low-fat cheeses. 
• Use a cooking spray instead of oil or butter to decrease the amount 
of fat when you cook. 
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• Prepare baked potatoes with low-fat blue cheese dressing or 
low-fat plain yogurt instead of butter or 
sour cream. 
Start by using a scale and measuring cup to serve your food. Read 
food labels to determine serving sizes. One bowl of cereal may actually 
be two 3\4-cup servings. A small frozen pizza may contain up to three 
servings (check the nutrition information label). This could add up to 
more calories than you think you're getting. Being aware of serving 
sizes may make it easier to avoid those extra calories. 
Choose snacks that are nutritious and filling. A piece of fresh fruit, 
cut raw vegetables, or a container of low-fat yogurt are excellent (and 
portable) choices to tide you over until mealtimes. Take these snacks 
with you for a healthy alternative to chips, cookies, or candy. 
Take your time! Eat only when you are hungry and enjoy the taste, 
texture, and smell of your meal as you eat it. Remember, it takes 
approximately 15 minutes for your stomach to signal your brain that 
you are full. 
if you choose to eat out, remember these important suggestions: 
Watch your portions. Portion sizes at restaurants (including fast food) 
are usually more than one serving, which can result in overeating. 
Choose smaller portion sizes, order an appetizer and a leafy green 
salad with low-fat dressing, share an entree with a friend, or get a 
"doggy bag" and save half for another meal. 
Eat at Home 
Part of having a healthy family includes spending time together. The 
family meal is a great way for everyone to get together, have a 
conversation, and eat together. 
• Serving meals at home require planning. Before you do your 
shopping, sit down and plan your meals 
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for the week. Make a list of all the ingredients you'll need to prepare 
healthy, balanced meals. 
TEXT F 
Maladies of the 21st century 
We entered the 21st century with such maladies as heart and 
vascular system diseases, environmental diseases, cancer, AIDS 
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome). The risk factors causing 
these diseases are poor environment (especially after Chernobyl 
disaster), constant stress and bad habits. We witness more and more 
cases when people suffer from such environmental diseases as food 
allergies, chronic fatigue syndrome, asthma, thyroid gland. They all 
have a huge impact on the quality of life, darken our prospects for 
future. Alcohol, drugs, smoking, AIDS have also become the 
reality of our life, especially among young and middle-aged people. 
Today we'll read the texts about the diseases, which have come as a 
result of people's ignorance and lack of healthy habits. 
1.Read the extract carefully and note down the follow points: 
a) the reasons for smoking; 
b) harmful consequences of smoking; 
c) the most likely diseases caused by smoking; 
d) smoking and life-span. 
Smoking 
Smoking is very dangerous. Most young people smoke 
because their friends pressure them to do so. They may be copying 
their parents who smoke, or other adults they respect. At one time 
this would have been accepted as normal. But in the past 30 years 
attitudes about smoking have changes. Smoking is now banned in 
many places so that other people don't have to breathe in smokers' 
shocking tobacco smoke. 
 Passive smoking, when you are breathing someone else’s 
smoke, can damage your health just like smoking can. Smoking 
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becomes addictive very quickly, and it's one of the hardest habits to 
break. 
 Take 1000 young people who  smoke 20 cigarettes a day. A 
quarter of them will die from a disease caused by smoking. That's 
250 lives wasted! Only six of those 1000 teenagers will die in road 
accidents. So what is it in cigarette smoke that is harmful? A 
chemical called nicotine is a substance that causes addiction. It is a 
stimulant that increases the pulse rate and a rise in the blood 
pressure. Cigarette smoke also contains tar - a major factor for 
causing cancer.  
Chronic bronchitis occurs when tar damage and mucus the air 
sacks in the lungs. The sufferer has a bad cough, which is worse in 
the mornings, and may get breathless easily. 
Gases in cigarette smoke increase your blood pressure and 
pulse rate. This can contribute to heart disease. Smokers as twice as 
non-smokers are likely to have heart trouble. 
 Smokeless tobacco that is chewed rather than smoked, is 
also harmful, causing mouth sores, damage to teeth and cancer. 
 If you've ever watched an adult try to give up smoking, you 
know how hard it, can be. It's easier, healthier and cheaper never to 
start.  
Facts about smoking 
• the smell of smoke on your breath and clothes will put people off. 
• someone who smokes 15 cigarettes a day can forget six to nine 
years of their life. 
• you’re burning a great deal of money. In many countries 
cigarettes are heavily taxed. 
• your skin will wrinkle faster and deeper than that of a non-
smoker. 
• females who smoke heavily may wrinkle like a woman 20 years 
older in age. 
2.Read the extract and note down the facts about the danger 
caused by alcohol. Find some sentences proving that. 
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Alcohol 
 
 Another poison of many young people is alcohol. 
Remember, alcohol is a drug. It can make you sick, and you can 
become addicted to it. It's a very common form of drug abuse 
among teenagers. Don't let anyone at a party pressure you into 
drinking if you don't want to, especially if you're legally under age.                                   
 For years we have been told not to drive after we have 
drunk alcohol, which weakens our sense and clouds our judgement. 
And yet people still do. Young people, who are drunk are less 
likely to wear their seat belts, and are less experienced when a 
problem occurs. The alcohol makes them think they are brilliant 
drivers and can take risks without getting hurt.  But, more 
importantly, they become a risk to other drivers and pedestrians - 
potential killers. If they do have an accident, the alcohol in their 
body will make treatment of an injury more difficult. 
 Alcohol drinks are made up chiefly of water and ethanol, 
which is an alcohol produced by fermenting fruits, vegetables or 
grain. Beer is about one part ethanol to 20 parts water. Wine is 
stronger, and spirits are about half ethanol and half water. 
 Alcohol is a drug. In fact, it is a mild poison. It is absorbed 
quickly into the bloodstream, within four or 10 minutes of being 
drunk. Absorption is slower if there's food in the stomach. Once 
inside the body it passes through the bloodstream to the liver, 
where poisons are digested. But the liver can only process 28 grams 
of pure alcohol each hour.  
 This is a small amount - just over half a glass of beer. 
Anything else you drink is pumped round the body while it waits 
its turn to enter the liver.  
 When alcohol reaches your brain, you may immediately feel 
more relaxed and light-hearted. You may feel you can do crazy 
things. But after two or three drinks, your actions are clumsy and 
your speech is slurred. If you over-drink, you 
might suffer from double vision and loss of balance, even falls 
unconscious,hangover. 
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3.Read the extract and note down the examples, showing the 
effect of drugs on a human being. What social problems do the 
drugs cause? 
Drugs 
 
In facts, all medicines are drugs. You take drugs for your 
headache or your asthma. But you need to remember that not all 
drugs are medicines. Alcohol is a drug, and nicotine is a drug. 
There are many drugs that do you no good at all. 
There's nothing wrong with medicinal drugs if they're used 
properly. The trouble is, some people use them wrongly and make 
themselves ill. Most of the drugs are illegal, but some are ordinary 
medical substances that people use in the wrong way. 
People take drugs because they think they make them feel 
better. Young people are often introduced to drug-taking by their 
friends. 
Many users take drugs to escape from a life that may seem 
too hard to bear. Drugs may seem the only answer, but they are no 
answer at all. They simply make the problem worse. 
Depending on the type and strength of the drug, all drug-
abusers are in danger of developing side effects. Drugs can bring 
on confusion and frightening hallucinations and cause unbalanced 
emotions or more serious mental disorders.  
First-time heroin users are sometimes violently sick. Cocaine, 
even in small amounts, can cause sudden death in some young 
people, due to heartbeat irregularities. Children born to drug-
addicted parents can be badly affected. 
Regular users may become constipated and girls can miss 
their periods. Some drugs can slow, even stop the breathing 
process, and if someone overdoses accidentally they may become 
unconscious or even die. 
People who start taking drugs are unlikely to do so for long 
without being found out. Symptoms of even light drug use are 
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drowsiness, moodiness, loss of appetite and, almost inevitably, a 
high level of deceit. 
First there's the evidence to hide, but second, drugs are 
expensive and few young people are able to find the money they 
need from their allowance alone. Almost inevitably, needing 
money to pay for drugs leads to crime.  
AIDS is a sickness that attacks the body's natural system 
against disease. AIDS itself doesn't kill, but because the body's 
defence system is damaged, the patient has a reduced ability to 
fight off many other diseases, including flu or the common cold. 
It has been reported that about 10 million people worldwide 
may have been infected by the virus that causes AIDS. It is 
estimated that about 350 thousand people have the disease and that 
another million (!) may get it within the next five years. Africa and 
South America are the continents where AIDS is most rampant, 
although in the States alone about 50,000 people have already died 
of AIDS. 
So far there is no cure for AIDS. We know that AIDS is 
caused by a virus, which invades healthy cells, including the white 
blood cells that are part of our defence system. The virus takes 
control of the healthy cells genetic material and forces the cell to 
make a copy of the virus. The cell then dies and the multiplied 
virus moves on to invade and kill other healthy cells. The AIDS 
virus can be passed on sexually or by sharing needles used to inject 
drugs. It also can be passed in blood products or from a pregnant 
woman with AIDS to her baby. 
Many stories about the spread of AIDS are false. One cannot get 
AIDS by working with someone who's got it, or by going to the 
same school, or by touching objects belonging to or touched by an 
infected person. Nobody caring for an AIDS patient has developed 
AIDS and, since there is no cure for it at present, be as helpful and 
understanding as possible to those suffering from this terrible 
disease. 
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